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Pacy, action-packed mini James Bond-esque story. A wholly
riveting and enjoyable read for both boys and girls.
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Overview
for
teachers

Context
About the author
“The only time when I’m totally happy is when I’m writing.”
Born in 1956 to a wealthy family, Anthony Horowitz enjoyed reading books and telling stories from
an early age. He began writing for television and has written for Midsomer Murders, Poirot, Foyle’s
War and Robin of Sherwood. His biggest success though is undoubtedly his Alex Rider series of
novels of which Stormbreaker was the first. To date it has sold around 12 million copies, has been
translated into 28 languages and made into a film (which Horowitz wrote the screenplay for). In
2007 he won Author of the Year award at the book ‘Oscars’, The British Book Industry Awards. He
is patron of the charity Kidscape.

What’s the story about?
Alex Rider is awoken in the middle of the night to be told his Uncle (and guardian) has died in a
car crash because he didn’t wear a seatbelt. He is immediately suspicious since wearing a seatbelt
is one thing his Uncle always did. Determined to find out what really happened, Alex visits a local
scrapyard and finds his Uncle’s car had been sprayed with bullets, confirming his suspicions. After
resourcefully managing to escape death at the scrapyard, he visits the Royal and General Bank where
his Uncle worked only to discover that it is a facade for MI6 and that Ian Rider, Alex’s dead Uncle,
was a spy.
Blackmailed into completing his Uncle’s fatal assignment by the Chief Executive of Special
Operations, Alan Blunt, and his second-in-command, Mrs Jones, Alex is sent on a gruelling training
session. He is given hi-tech gadgets before he is sent to Sayle Enterprises in Cornwall where a state-of
the-art computer - ‘Stormbreaker’ - is being developed by Herod Sayle, a wealthy but bitter Lebanese
businessman, and is to be given to all schools in Britain.
On arriving at Herod Sayle’s, Alex immediately makes some ‘schoolboy’ errors and, coupled with
his inquisitive nature and unusual self-assuredness, quickly arouses the suspicions of Sayle and those
who work for him. In the meantime, Alex confirms MI6’s mistrust of Sayle’s operation since he
discovers through a lot of action, sleuthing and spying that the ‘Stormbreakers’ are loaded with the
smallpox virus, ready to contaminate a whole population of schoolchildren when the Prime Minister
of England officially activates them at their launch in the Science Museum, London. It is a bitter and
vengeful act motivated by Sayle’s detestation of English schoolchildren because he was bullied at
school and the bullies included the present Prime Minister! But before anything can be done, Alex
is caught and, since he decided not to inform MI6 of his findings in case they pulled him out, he is
on his own - once more relying on his own resourcefulness and courage to resolve the case himself.
After managing to escape from a tank occupied by a lethal Portuguese Man O’ War, Alex escapes the
compound stowing away on a plane, hi-jacking it and then parachuting out of it above the Science
Museum, crashing through the roof and saving the day. Just as you think it is all over, he is kidnapped
by Herod Sayle, taken to the roof of a building and just as Sayle is about to shoot him, is shot himself
by the cold, unemotional assassin Yassen Gregorovich, just doing his job...just as he did when he
killed Ian Rider. The novel ends with a threat from Alex to Yassen that one day he will kill him,
establishing Yassen as Alex’s nemesis and paving the way for a sequel.

Themes to look out for
•
•
•

Being an outsider
Appearance versus reality
Good versus evil
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Literary techniques

Presentation of character is
achieved through
• What the character says
• What the character does
• What other characters say about them
• How other characters react to them
• How they are described in the narrative

Characters
Alex Rider
Destined to be a spy, ‘Alex’s eyes missed nothing’, he is self-assured, bright, resourceful, cool and
confident - no ordinary fourteen-year-old boy. Super-athletic, he dances with death, karate kicks grown
men and clambers around buildings as though he were on a playground climbing frame. However,
unlike Blunt, he appears to have one ‘weakness’ as a spy: compassion. It is this sense of empathy that
made him reluctantly agree to become a spy; so Jack didn’t get deported. It also spurred him to help
Wolf, his training ground nemesis, parachute from the plane so he wouldn’t be ‘binned’.

Mr Alan Blunt
Blunt by name and blunt by nature, the Chief Executive of Special Operations Division MI6 is the
archetypal successful spy and, like the building he inhabits, he is cold and shadowy, his eyes revealing
nothing. How far is he a villain or a hero? Working towards the bigger picture, he works for the good
of the country, but at the expense of those who work for him. Alex has as much to fear from Blunt as
he does from Sayle.
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Mrs Jones
Peppermint-sucking, Head of Special Operations with a glimmer of a heart. From a gender point of
view, Horowitz portrays the only woman in MI6 as ‘masculine’ suggesting that the spy world is not a
world that embraces stereotypical female traits.

Herod Sayle
A wealthy but bitter Lebanese businessman, originally from a poor background but privately educated
in England paid for by a wealthy American couple he saved when he was a child. Always the outsider,
he was bullied at school and denied citizenship as an adult. Any feelings of sympathy for the man
are snuffed out by his cold demeanour, evil plans and cruelty - a whiff of a suggestion that he is
responsible for the ‘grin’ behind Mr Grin.

Mr Grin and Nadia Vole
A pair of comic-book villains: he has had his tongue cut out and a permanent blue-scarred ‘grin’ cut
into his face while she is severe, masculine and ‘shrewish’ - like her name. Both of these characters
come to a sticky end!

Yassen Gregorovich
Perhaps the most interesting character in the novel and the one least seen. He is a ruthless,
unemotional, mercenary assassin. Responsible for the deaths of Ian Rider and Herod Sayle, he killed
them only because he was contracted to; feeling neither remorse nor gratification. Linked to Alex by
the description ‘cat-like’, Yassen, even after being threatened by Alex, is the only adult in the novel
to warn him away from the spy world.
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Setting

The setting can
• Be a backdrop to the action
• Reflect characters’ experiences
• Symbolise ideas the author wishes to convey
• Have its own culture and values
• Cause conflict and distress

One feature of the spy genre is the use of multi-setting to
achieve a sense of dynamism and to offer a set of different,
often problematic, experiences. In Stormbreaker, they also
show Alex’s progression from the familiar real world to the
unfamiliar fantasy world of spies.

School
A ‘challenging’ comprehensive that Alex is bored by. Obviously too bright for school, he pays little
attention to teachers and lessons confirming his suitability for a more exciting, and really challenging
lifestyle.

The scrapyard
A perfect landscape for a dangerous action scene: a noisy ‘wasteland‘ with ‘broken glass and razor
wire...’ atop a formidably high wall signalling danger and isolation, cut off from anyone who might be
able to help. Cars are ‘dead’ and if the crusher doesn’t get him then the grime and diesel fumes that
threaten to choke him will.

The Royal and General Bank
A facade for the Headquarters of MI6, an austere building designed to intimidate and lacking in any
humanity and warmth, reflecting the people who work there and the work they do. A continual sense of
surveillance with different numbered cameras zooming in, two-way mirrors and computers deciding on
who enters makes for a discomforting atmosphere in the ‘cool shadows of the interior’.

The training ground
A backdrop to highlight Alex’s admirable qualities of endurance, resilience and fellow feeling. The
Brecon Beacons are ‘unforgiving’, the weather ‘chilling him to the bone’, he is exhausted and suffering
incredible pain and at the same time withstanding persecution from Wolf. And yet he overcomes it all,
earning the respect of everyone around him and showing what an exceptional character he is.

Sayle Enterprises
In contrast to the ‘forgotten England’ of quaint Port Tallon, Sayle Enterprises is the epitome of gargantuan
modern brutality - a reflection of the man who lives there and a physical reminder that Sayle does not
fit in with his surroundings: ‘The whole complex was somehow shocking, alien to the sloping hills and
fields’. Herod’s house is described using the language of excess to reflect his limitless wealth and Sayle
Enterprises is cold, clinical and orderly - not unlike the Royal and General.
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Structure
Structure is the order or pattern in which a novel
is put together and should
• Maintain the interest of the reader
• Move the action from one episode to the next
• Arouse a reader’s interest in character or situation
• Create a moment of crisis
• Create expectation or surprise

Preparing the reader for dangers ahead is a device used by Horowitz on occasion in the novel to
intensify the feelings of dread or anticipation within the reader. In the crane and grinder scene in
Chapter 2, Alex, and the reader, witness what the machine is capable of before it ‘attacks’ Alex. The
tension is magnified when Alex is trapped in the car since the reader is now aware of what mortal
damage it is capable of wreaking. Later, in Chapter 6, Mrs Jones and Blunt discuss the certainty of
Alex’s death when he gets sent to Port Tallon, which creates drama on a number of levels. First of
all, it plants a seed of uncertainty in the mind of the reader - will he or won’t he survive? Secondly,
the reader by now should have developed a relationship with Alex thereby heightening the feeling
of anxiety for him. Finally, having greater knowledge of the dangers faced by Alex - than Alex does
himself - creates a sense of dramatic irony for the reader, exaggerating the feeling of suspense.
Sometimes a formidable impression of a character can be created by the way the action is structured
by not what the reader sees, but by the consequences of an action instead. When the reader is told that
three ‘hulking’ school bullies had attempted to pick on Alex it ‘...lasted less than a minute, and after it
one of the bullies had left Brookland and the other two had never troubled anyone again...’ leaving it
to each individual reader’s imagination what Alex must have done to achieve this!

Narrative techniques

Although the narrative is written in the third person, the narrator actually tells the story from the
viewpoint of Alex, withholding information from the reader so that we see the events unfurling at the
same time as Alex. For example, in Chapter 3, the narrator describes to the reader that Jack ‘...was a
growing worry...’ for Alex since his Uncle’s death as she ‘...had only her own money to buy food and
pay for the running of the house...’, when, of course, it later transpires that this is not the case and she
knew all about Ian Rider’s real persona.
The narrator also asks rhetorical questions, prompting the reader to wonder what will happen next,
creating an element of suspense and anticipation: ‘The question was, did he have the nerve to go on?’
The narrator is also responsible for instilling a sense of fear for Alex, pointing out the dangers of
what could be if...‘The gun was a Browning automatic pistol and one twitch of the guard’s finger
would send a 9mm bullet shattering through his skull and into his brain...’. The narrator is also a keen
reminder to the reader of the time pressures Alex is under, heightening the sense of urgency.
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Language
Language of action
The action begins very early in the novel when, in Chapter 2, Alex finds himself trapped in his Uncle’s
BMW which is scrapped and ready for the deadly, menacing crusher. The language of the action genre
kicks in, relying predominantly on the use of verbs of frantic movement - smashing, punching, ripping,
whipped, lurched, swung, grinding, spinning, tore, crash, exploded, showered, punching, scrabbled,
screamed, snatched, jumped, lashed, twisted and surged.
In the same chapter, a sense of helplessness is achieved with the repetition of the phrase ‘he tried’ and
negatives such as ‘he couldn’t’. Obstacles are placed in his way using the words ‘too’ (too low) and
‘but’ (but at the last moment his shoe caught...) suggesting that he is in an insurmountable position.
Alex is also linked to the monster-insect imagery mentioned earlier in the chapter, and while the crusher
remains as the monster, Alex is now the insect in the metaphor instead of the car.
Personification is used to develop a sense of almighty power and terror in the crane and the crusher
preparing the reader for the tense, almost-deadly battle Alex is to have with it later in the chapter. The
crane coughs, roars and swoops down seizing things in its metallic claw-like grip as though it is a wild,
predatory bird while the crusher is ‘fed...rusting carcasses’ like an insatiable wild beast.

Language of excess
...is used to reflect Herod Sayle and his wealth. He has the best car, ‘so much soft leather’ and lived
in a ‘sprawling house’ with ‘at least sixty windows’. The walls are ‘dominated by a huge canvas...art
everywhere.’ The size of his belongings are emphasised too: ‘a vast room’, ‘gigantic aquarium’ and
‘the biggest jellyfish’.
Short sentences are another feature of the action genre and are used to create panic and frustration - ‘He
couldn’t see. He couldn’t move.’ ‘He tried with all his strength to free himself. But the roof was too
low.’ ‘The doors were too bent. They would never open. The back window!’
Horowitz uses ellipses to show thought - sinister or otherwise, lapses in time or to create a cliffhanger:
‘And then...’. He also uses rhetorical questions in his narrative to add suspense and give the reader
insight into Alex’s thoughts.
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Special feature
Genre
Genre is a type of story that
shares certain elements - a
character type, typical settings,
events and language used.

Even though the hero of Stormbreaker is an atypical reluctant fourteen-year-old spy, in all other
ways Horowitz presents a typical spy story in the style of Fleming’s James Bond:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sense of subterfuge: the repetition of the word ‘something’ highlighting that information is 		
hidden; Mrs Jones ‘glancing’ at Blunt; minor characters aware of what’s going on when the 		
main character doesn’t - the young Asian nurse who tells Alex that Blunt has been expecting 		
him when Alex doesn’t even know where he is or who she is!
Product placement associated with hero: Condor Junior Road Racer with a Reynolds 531 		
frame showing that it is top of the range and an object of desire.
Attention to detail: Alex is very observant, noticing small details highlighting his suitability 		
for spying.
The hero is an outsider: obviously a misfit in his ‘challenging’ comprehensive school,
he is not seen with friends though he does have an (unromantic) attachment to Jack.
Hero has a calm detachment: on hearing the doorbell ring at 3am in the morning he merely
rolls out of bed and looks out the window at the action below, calmly and coldly observing all.
He is also incredibly self-assured and composed with adults as seen when at the Royal and 		
General.
Use of the colour black to create an air of mystery: ‘a black Rolls-Royce drew up, the back 		
door opened and a man got out...’
Being watched: strange vans outside Alex’s house after his Uncle’s funeral; surveillance 		
cameras in the Royal and General; someone watching action from a distance - Blunt in his 		
Royal and General office.
The unexplained: Alex began learning karate when he was six, ‘with no explanation’, by his
Uncle, Ian Rider. Not knowing who broke into Ian Rider’s office and why everything was taken
away.
Aloof characters: Blunt and Mrs Jones.
International locations: although the action takes place in England, there are various 		
international references - Russia, Iran, Cairo...
The latest technological gadgets: to show how advanced spies are compared to mere mortals.
Unfamiliar territory: Alex is placed in unfamiliar situations throughout the novel threatening
his safety and forcing him to discover and make sense of these new worlds.
A threat: Herod Sayle and all those who work for him pose a threat to the UK and to Alex 		
personally.
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Activities
for
children

Before reading

Ideas for getting started
Engaging with the world of the novel

Espionage

Find out about some of the most famous spies in history and why
they become famous.
What was the ‘Cold War’? Why were spies so important then?
Who have been targets of espionage?
Locate and find out about some of the places mentioned in the
novel: the Soviet Union, China, Iran, Washington, Hong Kong,
Cairo, the Brecon Beacons.
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Debate
Why do countries have spies? Are they necessary? How do
spies help a country? How can they do harm to a country?
What is trust? Why do you trust some people and not others?
Is espionage more suited to men or women?
Should children ever be used for spying?

Pictures and objects
Display a torch, a jersey, a length of rope and a box of chalk and invite pupils
to think how these objects could link together.
Show pictures of a Cornwall tin mine, the Science Museum in London, a
cemetery, a scrapyard, a BMW and the MI6 building in London.
Ask the pupils how they might form the plot to a story.

Facts

What do spies actually do?
How do you become a spy?
Find out about female spies from history.
What is a Portuguese Man O’ War and what is it capable of?
What is smallpox and what does it do to humans?
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During reading

Stopping places

1

Developing understanding of narrative and literary techniques
Read to the end of Chapter 2
Heaven for Cars
Focus on...

• Genre
• Language of action and danger

Things to discuss
Genre: What clues are there in the opening chapter that this novel is of the spy genre?
Character: What are your first impressions of Alex? Would you like to be like him?
Does Alex remind you of any heroes you have seen in spy films or read in books? How
is he similar and how is he different?
Is Mr Blunt going to be a villain or a hero? Why?
The author creates a thrilling action sequence in Chapter 2. How does he do it?
Highlight any words or phrases to support your ideas.
Language and Structure: How is a sense of helplessness achieved? What does this
add to the way you feel about Alex and his situation?
Highlight the words and phrases used to describe the crane and crusher at the
beginning of Chapter 2. Why do you think the writer spent so much time describing
these machines to begin with?
Write down what you imagined Alex did to the three bullies and compare ideas with
others in your class. How do you account for the differences in ideas? Did you like
not being told? Why do you think the author decided not to reveal this information?

You could...
Make a list of all the unusual events, people or objects from Chapter 1 and decide how
they might all link.
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2

Read to the end of Chapter 4
“So What Do You Say?”
Focus on...

• Presentation of the Royal and General
• Presentation of character: Alex, Blunt,
Mrs Jones, Ian Rider and Herod Sayle

Things to discuss

Character: What do you think of Blunt now? Villain or hero?
Blunt calls Alex ‘extraordinarily brave and resourceful’. What do you
think? What other adjectives would you use to describe Alex? How else is
he remarkable for a fourteen-year-old boy?
How do you feel about the characters you have met so far? Discuss which
ones you trust, don’t trust or are unsure about.
What do you think Herod Sayle is going to be like?
Structure: Why does the reader get to hear so much about Herod Sayle
before we see him?
Setting: What clues were there that the Royal and General was not really a
bank? Collect words and phrases used to describe the Royal and General what impressions do they give?
Genre: What’s typical of the spy genre in these two chapters?
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3

Read to the end of Chapter 6
Toys Aren’t Us
Focus on...

• Setting as a way of reflecting Alex’s
experience
• How the author increases the sense of danger

Things to discuss
Theme: After all Wolf has put Alex through in this chapter, why do you
think Alex gave him the matches when he saw he was struggling to make a
fire? How do you think this gesture made Wolf feel? Who has the power in
this relationship? What would you have done in Alex’s place?
How do you feel about Blunt and Mrs Jones?
Why might Mrs Jones always be sucking a peppermint?
What do these chapters reveal about Alex? Is he spy material? What might
be his ‘Achilles’ heel’?
Tell me why his Uncle would have wanted Alex to become a spy.
Structure: In Chapter 6, how does the author create a sense of danger?
How do you feel about Alex being sent to Port Tallon now? Do you think
he will survive? Whose side are you on?

You could...
Pick out the techniques Horowitz uses to show that the chapter Double O
Nothing is all about Alex’s ability to endure. Look at the description of the
setting, language of physical pain, list of assault course obstacles and Wolf’s
hostility.
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4

Read to the end of Chapter 9 Night Visitors
Focus on...
• The presentation of Herod Sayle
• The language of excess
• Introduction of new characters: Mr Grin,
Nadia Vole and Yassen Gregorovich

Things to discuss
Character: How is Herod Sayle presented?
How does the jellyfish make you feel?
How are Herod Sayle and the jellyfish similar?
Are Mr Grin and Nadia Vole merely comic-book villains or do they pose a
real threat to Alex? Discuss how they are presented.
What does the presence of Yassen Gregorovich signify?
Setting: What does Herod Sayle’s house reveal about him?
What are your impressions of Sayle Enterprises?
Language: What language is used to describe Sayle Enterprises?
Pick out examples of humour in the last few chapters. Why do you think
Horowitz adds moments of dry humour at this point in the novel?
Prediction: What do you think is in the boxes?
What do you think the map might reveal?
What do you expect to happen next?
What would you like to see happen next?
Were you shocked by anything in the last few chapters?
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5

Read to the end of Chapter 12
Behind the Door
Focus on...
• Plot

Things to discuss

Character: Are there any similarities between Alex and Yassen?
Plot: Is the plot believable? Does it matter if we believe a plot or not?
How does the quad bike scene compare to the crane and crusher scene?
Which is more thrilling?
Prediction: What do you think are in the ‘opaque silver test tubes’ that are
being installed into the computers?
What do you suppose will happen to Alex next?

You could...
Discuss how Horowitz places Alex in lots of dangerous positions. Create
a chronological map of all the dangerous situations Alex has been in so far.
Do you ever believe he will come to any harm? Does this affect the way
you feel when you read of his exploits?
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6

Read to the end of the novel
Focus on...

• How the novel ends
• Your response to the novel as a whole

Things to discuss
Character: Who, in your opinion, is the most dangerous character in the
novel and why?
Why do you think Horowitz portrays the female characters in the novel in a
severe and/or masculine way?
Did you believe any of the characters?
Could you picture Ian Rider? What did you think of him preparing Alex for
the world of espionage?
Who was your favourite villain?
Setting: Why are there so many settings in the novel?
Which setting did you find the most threatening and why?
How did the settings resemble the characters that inhabited them?
Which setting did you find hardest/easiest to imagine?
What do the Royal and General and Sayle Enterprises have in common?
Collect a sample of words and phrases to describe each and look at the
similarities and differences. What are they? Why does Horowitz link the
two buildings in this way?
Do the characters fit into their worlds?
Themes: Who are the outsiders in the novel?
How are they presented as being outsiders?
What are the advantages and disadvantages of being an outsider?
Collect examples of appearances versus reality. Were you surprised by the
realities?
Who represents ‘good’ in the novel and who represents ‘evil’? Is it always
clear cut?
What techniques does Horowitz use to show good versus evil?
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After reading

Create & imagine

Developing a personal response to the novel

Toys aren’t us
‘I’ve brought something that might cheer you up,’ she went on.
‘I’ve brought you some toys.’
‘I’m too old for toys,’ Alex said.
‘Not these toys.’
Imagine you are Smithers and have been asked to create three more
‘toys’ for Alex. Give each a name, state what it is, describe how it works,
the effect it has and what you might use it for. Present to the class as a
PowerPoint or make a model/drawing of it. Which ‘toy’ would Mrs Jones
pick for Alex?

Spy story
Using five aspects of the spy genre from the ‘Special feature’ section
develop ideas for your own story, but with a girl as the heroine.
Write a sample action section from your story. Finally, pitch your
story to a publisher describing the plot, characters, setting and why
your book deserves to be published.
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Crime scene
investigation
Set up a ‘crime scene’ with clues to suggest a struggle – an overturned
chair, a broken ornament, a torn letter, a chalked body outline. Invite
pupils to work in role as detectives and work out what happened
leading up to this scene. Either act out the scene showing the imagined
sequence of events or present your ideas as a team of investigators
responsible for solving the crime.

Mission impossible
Think about the surreptious movements made by spies. Using some
atmospheric music (recognisable theme tunes such as Mission
Impossible or James Bond would work well), create a sequence of spy
‘moves’ leading to the capture or retrieval of an important item. Can
your spies negotiate obstacles, dodge the surveillance cameras and
successfully retrieve the precious item? Include different levels, speeds
and dynamic movements to successfully move your spies across a
hazardous imaginary place.

Secret agent
Produce a step-by-step guide to becoming an effective
spy. Include skills such as how to detect lies, how to
follow someone, eavesdrop, blend into a crowd, make
a quick getaway.
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Memorable quotes
‘You shouldn’t be in any danger. After all, who would suspect a
fourteen-year-old boy of being a spy?’
‘Just remember, Alex Rider, you’re never too young to die.’
‘It’s a dumb idea. I don’t want to be a spy. I want to be a footballer.
Anyway, I have a life of my own.’
A gun at a funeral. Why? Why would bank managers carry guns?
His shoulders passed through the triangle, out into the light. But his
legs were still inside. If his foot snagged on something he would be
squeezed into two pieces.
He had followed the trail left by a dead man. It was only now that he
realized it might lead only to a grave.
‘ This is Mr Grin,’ Sayle said, ‘He changed his name after his
accident.’

‘Believe me, it would be better if we didn’t meet
again. Go back to school. Go back to your life.
And the next time they ask you, say no. Killing
is for grown–ups and you’re still a child.’

‘Horowitz will grip you with suspense, daring and cheek –
and that’s just the first page!...Prepare for action scenes as
fast as a movie.’
				
The Times
‘Anthony Horowitz is the lion of children’s literature.’
Michael Morpurgo, Author
‘Explosive, thrilling, action-packed – meet Alex Rider.’
The Guardian
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